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J U D G M E N T1.	LORD JUSTICE IRWIN:  In this case, the applicant seeks now to withdraw his renewed application for permission to apply for judicial review.  This case calls out for a ruling, even though that application will succeed.  
2.	The applicant, Mr Hassani, was convicted of driving a Porsche motor car with excess alcohol, namely 57 micrograms of alcohol in 100 millilitres of breath.  He was convicted following a trial before District Judge Snow on 30 June 2016 in the Westminster Magistrates' Court.  On 4 October 2016 (ie somewhat beyond the three‑month time limit), he sought to challenge the conviction by way of judicial review.  He had not given any evidence in his trial.  The Crown case was uncontradicted.  Nor did he seek to appeal to the Crown Court, which would have addressed the merits of the case in a rehearing.  
3.	Permission to apply for judicial review was refused on paper by Edis J on 12 November 2016.  That judge gave full and closely argued reasons why there was no merit in the challenge, as well as noting that it was out of time.  The applicant then renewed his application.
4.	Throughout the process, he has been represented by Olliers Solicitors, who set out to specialise in motoring defences, and until recently by counsel, Mr Philip Lucas, who likewise apparently specialises in such defences.  He prepared extensive grounds for judicial review.  He also made a witness statement, many pages long, complaining about what happened in the trial before District Judge Snow.  This of course meant that Mr Lucas was no longer in a position properly to act as counsel.  It is not clear from the papers (and of course this court must operate from the papers) whether he withdrew, or his instructions were withdrawn.  
5.	Fresh counsel, Mr Benson QC, has advised Mr Hassani, and it is clear that the withdrawal of the application was following advice from Mr Benson.  That was good advice.  We are grateful to Mr Benson for attending today.  He has not sought to go into the detail of the case; nor has he been in a position, given the withdrawal, to analyse the case on the applicant's behalf.  However, it is clear to me, having reviewed these papers in detail, that the application for permission for judicial review was totally without any merit.
6.	The trial was marred by an excessive number of technical points being raised on Mr Hassani's behalf.  There were complaints about disclosure.  There were attempts to lengthen the trial without advance notice being given.  The Applicant’s solicitors had confirmed in writing that they were "trial ready".  In his witness statement, Mr Lucas claims that he made an application for an adjournment of the hearing.  District Judge Snow has stated that he has no memory and no note of such an application.  The notes of the legal advisor present contain no record of such an application.  There was an application to exclude evidence under section 78 of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 on the ground that the evidence had not been seen by the defence, and thus a defence expert had not been fully instructed.  
7.	The relevant form for the drink‑drive breath testing procedure is known as the MGDDA form.  That had been completed at the police station.  The officer in the case, Police Sergeant Ellis, had properly completed it.  He brought a copy to the court.  Mr Lucas objected to the use of the copy as a breach of the "best evidence" rule.  The officer gave evidence that the relevant equipment was in proper working order and that the statutory requirement of two successive samples of breath had been taken.  The lower reading was 57 micrograms per 100 millilitres of breath.  We are to hold in mind that the legal limit is 35 micrograms per 100 millilitres.  This was not a marginal case: the lower reading here exceeded the limit by 24 micrograms or 68 per cent.  Mr Hassani never claimed that he had not been drinking; he never claimed that he was not the driver; as I have said, he never gave evidence.  
8.	Not only was every imaginable point taken below, but Mr Lucas settled grounds of appeal with seven grounds.  Upon a reading of the papers, it appears to me that they are, and were, all without foundation.  
9.	The criminal law is not a game to be played in the hope of a lucky outcome, a game to be played as long and in as involved a fashion as the paying client is able or prepared to afford.  
10.	District Judge Snow practised firm case management in this case.  He was absolutely right to do so.  Other courts faced with this kind of approach must do the same, whether the court is constituted by a professional district judge or by lay magistrates.  Courts must consider the Criminal Procedure Rules, which are there to be employed actively so as to preclude game‑playing and ensure that the courts only have to address real issues with some substance.  
11.	The Criminal Procedure Rules provisions most in question might be thought to be as follows.  Each participant in a criminal case, that is to say lawyers as well as parties, must prepare and conduct their care in accordance with the rules: see CPR 1.2(1)(a) and (b).  The key objective under the rules is to deal fairly with the case, and that includes dealing with the case efficiently and expeditiously: CPR 1.1(2)(e).  Time wasting, extension of hearings and taking hopeless points in the hope of wearing down an opponent or the court are neither proper nor legitimate ways in which to conduct a case, for a party or for a party's lawyers.  Courts must be aware of such behaviour and employ firm case management to prevent it.  
12.	Each participant in a case has the obligation set out in CPR 1.2(1)(c):
"At once inform the court and all parties of any significant failure (whether or not that participant is responsible for that failure) to take any procedural step required by these Rules, any practice direction or any direction of the court. A failure is significant if it might hinder the court in furthering the overriding objective."
That means, for example, that if defence lawyers consider that a document is missing or service of a document has not taken place, their obligation is to say so early.  Not to say so early may hinder the overriding objective because it is likely to cause an adjournment which could be avoided, and thus prevent the case being decided "efficiently and expeditiously".  If the defence are going to suggest that some document or some piece of service is missing, they must do so early.  If they do not, then it is open to the court to find that the point was raised late, and any direction then sought to produce a document or to apply for an adjournment may properly be refused.  
13.	Critical rules affecting all parties, including defendants and their representatives, are rules 3.2, 3.3 and 3.11.  It is not necessary for me to quote them in full, but the attention of a court dealing with such cases should be drawn to those rules and perhaps in particular to 3.2(2)(a) - active case management includes the early identification of the real issues; 3.3(1) - each party must (a) actively assist the court in fulfilling its duty under rule 3.2, with, or if necessary without, a direction and (b) apply for a direction if needed to further the overriding objective; 3.3(2) active assistance for the purposes of this rule includes (a) at the beginning of the case communication between the prosecutor and the defendant at the first available opportunity; (c)(ii) what is agreed and what is likely to be disputed (in other words, what is agreed and what is likely to be disputed should be the subject of active assistance and early communication); (c) (iii) likewise, what information or other material is required by one party of another and why; and (iv) what is to be done, by whom and when.  CPR 3.11: in order to manage a trial or an appeal, the court (a) must establish with the active assistance of the parties what are the disputed issues; and (d) may limit (i) the examination, cross‑examination or re‑examination of a witness and (ii) the duration of any stage of the hearing.
14.	In the absence of some specific evidence which indicates that there is a problem with the Intoximeter EC/IR machine, approved in 1998 and, with approval, reissued in 2005, extensive exploration of technicalities will normally be a waste of time.  
15.	It is perfectly open to a court to ask if a defendant intends to give evidence to the effect that he or she had not been drinking or had drunk so little that the excess alcohol reading cannot properly be explained.  If the answer is no, then the court can properly question what may be the evidential basis for a challenge to the reading produced by the testing equipment, provided the proper procedures have been followed.  
16.	Lawyers advising defendants on the conduct of such a case as this should routinely remind clients that these cases are criminal proceedings, that their evidence will be given on oath or following affirmation, and that lying in such evidence will be perjury.  
17.	On 24 June 2016, Senior District Judge Riddle, as he then was, gave a decision in R v Cipriani.  He was sitting in the Westminster Magistrates' Court on 24 June 2016.  It was a case of a similar nature.  His written judgment deals authoritatively with many aspects of such litigation as this and will be helpful for those addressing such cases.  Annexed to this ruling are passages from that decision.  Those passages from the decision by SDJ Riddle may be read in conjunction with this ruling. 
18.	This judgment is an intentional reminder to criminal courts that active case management using the Criminal Procedure Rules is their duty.  Increased rigour and firmness is needed.  This judgment can be cited pursuant to the Practice Direction (Citation of Authorities) [2001] 1 WLR 1001.  Counsel and solicitors acting in motoring cases, for the prosecution or defence, should cite this judgment when appropriate.  Indeed it will be the professional obligation of those with the conduct of such cases, to cite this judgment when issues of adjournment or case management arise.  Likewise, legal advisers to magistrates should draw this judgment to the attention of the Court and the parties when applications arise.  I direct that a copy of this judgment and the annex be sent to Mr Lucas of counsel, for his attention and future citation. 
19.	This application having been withdrawn, permission to appeal is refused.  
20.	Once again, we are grateful to Mr Benson QC for his attendance.
21.	MR JUSTICE GARNHAM:  I agree. 

ANNEX
Extract from the
Judgment of Senior District Judge Riddle
Given on 24 June 2016
Westminster Magistrates’ Court
in
CPS –v- Danny Cipriani

 “The only real issue in this case was whether the evidential breath testing machine was working correctly. As [Counsel] chose not to cross-examine Sgt Pullen on this point, the time taken by prosecution evidence on the central matter for the court to decide was minimal. Despite that, the prosecution case alone lasted almost two days. A trial that could have been conducted in less than a day took over three full days (spread over five). This is not consistent with proper case management, and I recognize the argument that the court should not have allowed it.

Disclosure. The first hour or so of the hearing was taken by [Counsel] arguing about disclosure. The argument was rarefied and ultimately pointless. The crown had long since purported to comply with its disclosure obligations. Had [Counsel] been in a position to argue for further disclosure (and eventually he conceded that he wasn’t) then the matter should have been brought back to court by way of a s8 application before the day of trial. 

Evidence of calibration. [Counsel] continued to argue that there was no evidence of calibration from Sgt Pullen, despite being told by me, orally and in writing, that there was. He appears to accept that he did not cross-examine about calibration. What happened was that Sgt Pullen said the machine calibrated regularly. Ms Weiss then appeared about to put a document to the witness when she was interrupted by [Counsel], and there was an exchange between them. It was not addressed to me. [Counsel] did not observe the usual professional courtesy of standing and making his objection (if such it was) to me. The evidence stands and was not challenged. After it had been made abundantly clear to the defence that the court had heard and admitted evidence about calibration, the defence opposed an application to recall the sergeant, and therefore deliberately failed to take the opportunity to clarify what had been meant by the evidence he gave, or to challenge it. Instead he attempted to question the evidence in two impermissible ways, related to the reason why Sgt Pullen was satisfied that the machine was operating properly (for which, incidentally, see Haggis [2003] EWHC 2481). Firstly he appeared to give evidence about it himself. Secondly he asked his expert witness about evidence the witness had not heard, and from notes that were not part of any official record (see below). This was an extraordinary approach, and I commented to that effect to [Counsel] at the time. It may be that what was meant by “calibrated regularly” was not clear, but the opportunity to clarify it was deliberately lost. In fact, it was not, in my view, essential to the prosecution case, as I will set out later.

[Counsel] relies heavily on a series of cases, including Owen v Chesters; Morgan v Lee; Denneny v Harding; Mayon v DPP and Hasler v DPP for his assertion that it is essential for the prosecution to establish that the device was properly calibrated.  All these cases go back to the early days of the first generation machines and involve situations where either the test record was not served on the motorist, or no print out was produced, or the machine registered “abort” or the bench wrongly admitted the print out in evidence.  This did not happen in this case.  In Greenaway v DPP the officer stated that at the time of the test all the readings showed the machine was working properly.  This was sufficient.  In Haggis and Sneyd, both cases from this century, the position where the machine was working properly was analysed, and these are the cases that are relevant to the facts that I am dealing with.

Record of the hearing. A magistrates’ court is not a court of record. Ultimately the parties must accept the decision of the court as to what evidence was and was not given. It helps if the proceedings are not unnecessarily protracted, as they were here. If an expert is to be asked about evidence given by prosecution witnesses, the normal and better approach is for that expert to attend and hear the evidence directly. To proceed, as here, by putting an incomplete and potentially inaccurate statement to the expert witness is of little or no value to the court. It is usually unhelpful for an advocate to attempt to introduce into the evidence his notes, or other people’s notes, where he knows the court has a different understanding of the evidence (unless invited to do so by the court). For the record, [Counsel]’s own note of the proceedings, as summarized in his further skeleton argument, is inaccurate and cannot be relied on in any further proceedings. Where, unusually, written reasons are given for a finding of a case to answer, the court is not assisted by argument immediately afterwards expressly intended to change the judge’s mind – there are other remedies. Moreover, if there is later argument around the reasons given it is best to set out those reasons rather than paraphrase in a way that could be considered misleading. An advocate’s first duty is to the court, and if a challenge as to what was said is unavoidable, then scrupulous accuracy is required.

Calling the experts. At the case management hearing, the court made it clear that if the defence relied on expert evidence then the witnesses must be called. No application was made for witness summonses. Despite the hearing date being fixed well in advance, the experts were not present when Sgt Pullen gave evidence and were not, as far as I was aware, present at court at all. Instead, [Counsel] made and repeated an application for the statements to be read. The matter is simple and covered by the Criminal Procedure Rules, and the Criminal Practice Direction part 19A.2. The practice of serving expert evidence on the Crown, and arguing that this by-passes the Rules and PD, is unacceptable. (Indeed I add that the serving s9 statements of a witness likely to be contentious, and relying on no reply to avoid calling the witness is regrettable.) It should not have been argued at trial, and certainly not more than once. In a case of this nature, if the issue is the reliability of the evidential breath machine, then the defence must make arrangements for their witnesses to be present during the relevant part of the prosecution case, and should proceed on the basis that any court will want to hear from the witnesses, unless otherwise agreed by the court in advance.

No case to answer. On Day 2 of the trial, that is the day after Sgt Pullen gave evidence, [Counsel] made a submission of no case to answer. He did so, apparently without prior warning to the prosecutor and without producing his authorities in advance to her. Often in a summary trial this is inevitable. In this case it was not. This is not the place to set out the difficulties caused for the rest of the trial by what was clearly an ambush. It was made worse by the fact that the authorities produced were old, and did not include two from this century – Haggis and Sneyd - that on any account are relevant and in my view are against the defence. For example, Haggis makes it clear that Mayon is distinguishable because the machine registered “abort” and therefore there was evidence that there might have been a problem with the machine.  Similarly in Denneny v Harding the defendant had not been served with the printout and the officer called to give evidence did not appear to have been trained upon the use of the device.  As the court pointed out “there is a danger in construing dicta in a particular case as though it were a requirement in a statutory instrument.”  Similarly, failure to draw to the attention of the bench the passage from Cracknell v Willis [1988] AC 450; RTR 1 highlighted above “Lord Griffiths: I am myself hopeful that the good sense of the magistrates and that the realisation by the motoring public that approved breath testing machines are proving reliable will combine to ensure that few defendants will seek to challenge a breath analysis by spurious evidence of their consumption of alcohol. The magistrates will remember that the presumption in law is that the machine is reliable.” p20
	 is disappointing in an advocate as familiar with the authorities as is [Counsel]. I must ask that when in future cases this point arises then [Counsel] not neglect his professional duties to cite these authorities. 

What needs to be proved?  I have set out my findings of fact and reasons above. However, given the reliance of [Counsel] on passages from judgments, that do not directly apply and given the way that this case was conducted over a number of days, I believe the following points need to be made. 

There is a presumption that the EBM is working accurately. That was so at the time of Cracknell v Willis and is indeed a common law principle. The cases [Counsel] quotes from took place in the early days of the breath testing machines. Since then a second generation of machines has been introduced. They have been in operation every day for many years. They have gained an enviable reputation for accuracy. They self-calibrate (or more accurately they check calibration) so that the operator can see if a fault has developed, and the motorist is given a copy of the print out so it can be checked by his own experts, as happened here. 

The common law presumption and the statutory assumption are both rebuttable. They can be rebutted by evidence of consumption by the defendant.

The defence can also directly challenge the reliability of the reading produced by the machine. In this case the print-out was provided to the defendant and was available to the experts and at the time of trial. The officer could have been cross-examined about the reliability of the machine, calibration or indeed any other matter of concern. I am suggesting that it is appropriate for the experts to be present in court during this cross-examination. The experts can later be called to say why the machine was unreliable, normally after the defendant has given evidence of consumption or other relevant issues. Without a challenge to the prosecution witness, the presumption that the machine works will on this point take the case beyond “no case”, and indeed may lead to the question of admissibility of the defence expert, as not relevant to an issue raised.

In this case there was express evidence that the evidential breath machine was working and reliable, and there was evidence of calibration. My decision takes those into account. However, absent an express challenge to the machine, direct evidence of reliability and calibration is unnecessary. The presumption and assumption will suffice. The defendant’s protection is that he can challenge reliability, operator competence, and calibration by clear and direct cross examination (and advance notice in the case management form) so that these matters can be properly and fully considered by the trial court.

There is no principle of law that the Crown must adduce evidence of calibration.  This may or may not be necessary when the machine has aborted (as in Mayon).  In Haggis  Sullivan J said

“In simple terms, there was evidence in that case that there was or might have been a problem with the machine.  There was no such evidence in the present case.  There was nothing to gainsay PC Fagin’s evidence that it was “working properly”

Mr Ley accepts that had that been the sum total of her evidence it might have been reasonable to infer that a machine that was “working properly” was correctly calibrating itself.  He submits that PC Fagin’s answer in cross-examination that she did not know the calibration limits of the machine means that she could not have know whether it had correctly calibrated itself and therefore could not have known whether it was working properly.  

As I have indicated, when considering the answer to question 2, beyond eliciting the fact that PC Fagin did not know the correct calibration limits of the machine, there was no attempt to challenge her evidence that the machine was working properly, that it had produced a print out and that the readings at least appeared to PC Fagin (accepting that she did not know the calibration limits) to be appropriate and that the lowest reading was 43 microgrammes in 10 millilitres of breath.

The appellant had been provided with a copy of the print out.  If there was anything in the print out (which was not produced to the judge) to indicate that the machine was not working properly that could, and no doubt would, have been put to PC Fagin in cross examination.  In these circumstances, and each case will turn very much upon its own particular facts, the judge was entitled to conclude:

“That there was no evidence at all which would have raised any doubt about the question as to whether the machine was operating correctly”.

Since it is “well known” that the machine tests itself, I do not accept that the prosecution have to prove that this is characteristic of the machine on each and every occasion.  It may be taken that the device does test itself unless there is something to indicate that it might not have done so in the particular circumstances of the case.  Pausing there, there was evidence in this case that this machine did test itself, that is to say that it was self calibrating.  Although the operator’s knowledge was imperfect, her evidence was, nevertheless, that the machine in her view was working properly and nothing was put to her suggest that her evidence in this respect was or might have been wrong”.  

As Sullivan J said in Haggis (at paragraph 9) “there is a danger in construing dicta in particular case as though it was a requirement in a statutory instrument”.

The Criminal Procedure Rules have effected a sea change to the way cases are to be conducted. The parties are required to abide by the Rules. This case, where almost everything was challenged or put to proof (even the identity of the driver), has an antique air about it. 

In future, drink driving cases cannot be conducted in the way that this one was. All parties, including the court, have an obligation to ensure that only relevant and contested issues require evidence. Here, this court acknowledges its own failings. It should have ensured that the precise nature of the challenge to the MGDDA procedure was spelt out at the case management stage. Similarly, the “reliability of breath alcohol readings” was insufficient to identify the matter in dispute. If it was radio, then that should have been made clear. Similarly, if the question was calibration then that should have been made clear. If the issue was that the operator failed to detect an error on the face of the print out, then that should have been made clear.

Where the Crown is put to proof, for example as to the identity of the driver, then it might have been more appropriate for that evidence to be given in statement form, rather than requiring a witness to attend when his evidence on this point was not in dispute. Indeed, while it remains the case that a defendant can put the Crown to proof generally, the practice of single issue “putting to proof” may well be inconsistent with the Criminal Procedure Rules.

I told [Counsel] during the course of the trial that I struggled to understand his approach to the evidence. I am concerned that colleagues, especially those not trained in the law, should not be faced with the type of arguments that have been put before me. Drink drive cases should be far simpler than this. If the issue is that the defendant’s consumption of alcohol shows that the machine is unreliable, then that is a straightforward matter of fact and does not need to be accompanied by a large number of law reports of early cases. If the issue is that the statutory warning has not been given, then this should be spelled out in the case management form and dealt with in cross examination. If the issue is that the machine was not properly calibrated, then again this should be spelled out in advance and dealt with directly by cross examination and possibly expert evidence. If the issue is operator error, so that the operator should have noticed that the machine had not properly completed its cycle and produced a certificate then I venture to suggest this can be dealt with very early on by producing the relevant printout to the Crown Prosecution Service and demonstrating the error. In those circumstances I doubt that a trial would be necessary.

It is essential that the bench has and retains confidence in the advocates who appear before it. In those circumstances I trust [Counsel] to bring the above comments (from at least page 13 onwards) to the attention of a bench trying cases such as these. He can of course point out why he disagrees, and it is clear that these comments are not a binding authority. However, it is in the interests of all that summary trials concentrate on the real contested issues, and do not descend into a game of smoke and mirrors.”

